MCES: a novel Monte Carlo evaluative selection approach for objective feature selections.
Most recent research efforts on feature selection have focused mainly on classification task due to its popularity in the data-mining community. However, feature selection research in nonlinear system estimations has been very limited. Hence, it is reasonable to devise a feature selection approach that is computationally efficient on nonlinear system estimations context. A novel feature selection approach, the Monte Carlo evaluative selection (MCES), is proposed in this paper. MCES is an objective sampling method that derives a better estimation of the relevancy measure. The algorithm is objectively designed to be applicable to both classification and nonlinear regressive tasks. The MCES method has been demonstrated to perform well with four sets of experiments, consisting of two classification and two regressive tasks. The results demonstrate that the MCES method has following strong advantages: 1) ability to identify correlated and irrelevant features based on weight ranking, 2) application to both nonlinear system estimation and classification tasks, and 3) independence of the underlying induction algorithms used to derive the performance measures.